This paper presents a structured dictionary-based model for hyperspectral data that incorporates both spectral and contextual characteristics of spectral samples. The idea is to partition the pixels of a hyperspectral image into a number of spatial neighborhoods called contextual groups and to model the pixels inside a group as members of a common subspace. That is, each pixel is represented using a linear combination of a few dictionary elements learned from the data, but since pixels inside a contextual group are often made up of the same materials, their linear combinations are constrained to use common elements from the dictionary. To this end, dictionary learning is carried out with a joint sparse regularizer to induce a common sparsity pattern in the sparse coefficients of a contextual group. The sparse coefficients are then used for classification using a linear support vector machine. Experimental results on a number of real hyperspectral images confirm the effectiveness of the proposed representation for hyperspectral image classification. Moreover, experiments with simulated multispectral data show that the proposed model is capable of finding representations that may effectively be used for classification of multispectral resolution samples.
I. INTRODUCTION
N ATURAL signals are primarily modeled as members of a vector space. The dimensionality of this space is usually much higher than the number of underlying causes. This is mainly due to the inherent limitations of natural and artificial sensors, which often neglect the underlying causes of realworld phenomena and therefore sample data at rates far exceeding the effective dimension of the signals. Learning these causes and thus representing a signal in a low-dimensional model are the goals of a recent trend of research known as dictionary learning [1] - [3] . The idea is to represent a signal by a linear combination of a few elements from a dictionary that is learned from the data. Each data point is thus represented through a sparse vector of coefficients, as a member of a low-dimensional subspace spanned by a few dictionary elements. When the dictionary is fixed, this process is commonly known as sparse inference. Dictionary learning has achieved great success in sig- Manuscript nal reconstruction tasks such as compression [4] and denoising [5] . More recently, it has also been applied to discriminative tasks such as classification [6] - [10] and clustering [11] , [12] with state-of-the-art results. A hyperspectral image is a collection of pixels that represent a given scene or object, where pixels represent the reflected solar radiation from the Earth's surface in many narrow spectral bands [13] . At each pixel, the spectral features form a vector whose elements correspond to the narrow bands covering visible to infrared regions of the spectrum. The wealth of data provided by hyperspectral imagery (HSI) has promoted its application in many domains such as agriculture [14] , [15] , defense [16] , [17] , and environmental management [18] , [19] . The reflectance spectra of a pixel are influenced by a number of factors. Apart from measurement noise caused by variation in illumination and viewing angle, and environmental effects such as aerosols and moisture, the spectral features of a pixel are determined by the material present at the given pixel and its surrounding area. Due to the spatial resolution of the imaging device, scattering from the local scene, and material mixtures within a pixel, each pixel is often composed of a number of different materials plus noise [20] , [21] . Spectral unmixing is the process of identifying the pure materials present in the mixture, which are called endmembers, and their respective abundances. The linear mixture model (LMM), which is commonly used for unmixing, assumes that each pixel x is composed of a linear combination of endmembers D = [d 1 , . . . , d K ] plus additive noise, , i.e.,
where the fractional abundances y are assumed to be nonnegative and sum to unity. This is essentially the idea encouraged by dictionary learning with one difference, in dictionary learning, the fractional abundances are mainly assumed to be sparse. The aim of dictionary learning is to reduce the error in representing each signal while inducing sparsity in the representation coefficients. This is commonly accomplished through a formulation such as arg min
where N is the number of signals available for training; S(y) is a sparsity-inducing regularizer, such as the well-known 1 norm; γ is a regularization parameter balancing representation error with representation complexity; and C represents constraints on the sparse coefficients. Recently, inspired by the ability of dictionary learning to model high-dimensional data and its potential to learn highlevel information from the training samples [1] , [3] , sparse inference and dictionary learning have been used for spectral unmixing with encouraging results. The sparse unmixing approach proposed in [22] assumes that a set of pure spectral signatures are available, which compose the dictionary. The fractional abundances are estimated using sparse inference with an 1 regularizer, taking into account the fact that a few endmembers contribute to a given pixel. This approach was later extended in [23] , where it is assumed that all pixels in an image have fractional abundances with a common sparsity pattern. This is achieved by using a joint sparse regularizer to also decrease the total number of endmembers activated for an image. Since spectral libraries are often composed of groups of spectral signatures, Iordache et al. [24] propose a group LASSO formulation to exploit this fact. Motivated by the observation that pixels in a hyperspectral image are usually surrounded by similar pixels, Iordache et al. [25] include the total variation regularization in the sparse unmixing formulation to encourage smooth variation in the fractional abundances of each endmember among adjacent pixels. The aforementioned approaches assume a library of pure spectra is given a priori, which make up the dictionary [i.e., D is fixed in (2)]. Selecting endmembers from the data has also been attempted both manually, based on the similarity between eigenvectors of the scene and the data [26] or automatically, based on a measure of modeling quality [20] . In contrast, the works in [27] - [29] attempt to learn the set of spectral endmembers using dictionary learning. In [27] , the dictionary is learned from unsupervised training data by considering a probabilistic LMM framework, wherein the additive noise is assumed Gaussian and the fractional abundances are i.i.d. Laplacian and constrained to be nonnegative. Experimental results show that the learned dictionary elements are similar to the material spectra available in the scene and may be used to infer samples with HSI resolution from multispectrallevel measurements. The work of Greer [29] differs from [27] in that the dictionary is assumed to have full rank and the fractional abundances must sum to unity. Hence, the 1 sparsity regularizer used in previous work no longer applies. A recent survey of different approaches for hyperspectral unmixing has been presented in [21] .
The high spatial and spectral resolution of a hyperspectral image provides the potential for each pixel to be accurately and robustly labeled as one of a known set of classes. Hyperspectral image classification has been applied to both urban [30] and agricultural [31] scenery. Various methods have been developed for this application. Among them are supervised techniques such as maximum likelihood and Bayesian classifiers [32] , decision trees [33] , neural networks [34] , and support vector machines (SVMs) [35] , [36] . Semisupervised learning based on graph construction [37] and transductive SVMs [38] have also been proposed, which take advantage of both labeled and unlabeled samples for classification. Inspired by the fact that pixels in a hyperspectral image are often surrounded by pixels of the same class, recent methods have focused on both spectral and contextual characteristics of HSI. The composite-kernel SVM [39] makes use of Mercer's theorem to construct kernels composed from a spectral kernel and a contextual kernel. In particular, the weighted sum of the spectral and contextual kernels has been successful in classifying images with limited training samples. The graph kernel SVM (GKSVM) [40] incorporates both spectral and contextual characteristics simultaneously into a recursive graph kernel and is also effective for small training sample sizes. Due to its recent success in discriminative tasks with small training data [6] - [12] , dictionary learning and sparse inference have also been applied to hyperspectral image classification. A sparsity-based model is proposed in [41] where a test spectral sample joined with its surrounding pixels is represented by a few training samples from a fixed dictionary. The test pixel is then labeled as the class whose training samples have the largest contribution in representing the pixel and its surrounding neighbors. Although the main focus of [27] is spectral unmixing, Charles et al. demonstrate that using the fractional abundances instead of the raw spectral features improves the classification accuracy of the linear SVM for small training sets. In the approach proposed by Castrodad [28] , a dictionary is learned for each class of hyperspectral data in a supervised manner. For classification, the different dictionaries are concatenated to form a single dictionary. The sparse code (fractional abundance) corresponding to a new pixel is calculated using the sparse unmixing formulation accompanied by a spectral-spatial regularizer to enforce smooth variations in the sparse codes for neighboring pixels. The new pixel is then labeled as the class whose dictionary produces the lowest representation error and complexity.
The works discussed above for hyperspectral unmixing and classification enjoy a number of common and individual advantages and pose a number of remaining challenges, which motivate this paper. Specifically, we focus on a simple yet efficient approach to learn a dictionary for hyperspectral data that can incorporate contextual information, with the aim of hyperspectral image classification. Of the approaches for spectral unmixing, some assume that a set of pure spectral signatures are available, which may compose the dictionary [22] - [25] . Chen et al. [41] use the complete set of training data as the dictionary, but with the aim of classification. Similar to [27] - [29] , we learn a dictionary using the training data, which is less complex (i.e., consists of fewer atoms) yet is more effective for classification (see Section IV). In terms of incorporating contextual information, as we discuss in Section III-A, the work in [39] - [41] employs a window centered at the pixel of interest to gather contextual information. This hinders the potential for parallel computation [13] , and the methods tend to use only contextual information. In fact, as we shall see in the experimental results in Section IV, SVM classification using the weighted sum of the spectral and contextual kernels [39] achieves highest accuracy when the spectral kernel is given zero weight. The methods of [40] and [41] are also based on the contextual characteristics of HSI since the pixel and its surrounding neighbors are indistinguishable to the classifying process. Of the dictionary-based approaches, Iordache et al. [25] and Castrodad [28] incorporate contextual information by augmenting (2) with a regularization term that enforces smooth variation in the sparse representation for neighboring pixels. In [25] , the dictionary is fixed, and in [28] , the dictionary is learned without the proposed regularization term. Learning the dictionary generally requires several iterations of updating the dictionary and updating the sparse representations. Considering the regularization term of [28] , the sparse representations of different pixels cannot be updated independently of each other. Therefore, learning the dictionary with the proposed regularization term would be difficult. In contrast, we attempt to learn the dictionary and incorporate contextual information simultaneously, yet our optimization is simple and amenable to parallel computations.
In this paper, we propose a structured dictionary-based model for hyperspectral data that is impervious to the aforementioned issues and incorporates both spectral and contextual characteristics of a spectral sample into the sparse set of coefficients. The idea is to partition the pixels of a hyperspectral image into a number of spatial neighborhoods called contextual groups and to model each pixel with a linear combination of a few elements from a dictionary. Since pixels inside a contextual group are often made up of the same materials, their linear combinations are constrained to use common elements from the dictionary. Equivalently, they belong to the same subspace, and their sparse coefficients have a common sparsity pattern. This is realized by using a joint-sparsity-inducing regularizer in the dictionary learning formulation of (2). We also show how this model may be viewed from a probabilistic perspective by building upon the basic probabilistic framework introduced in [3] and employed in [27] . Solving for the dictionary and sparse coefficients leads to a two-step optimization procedure that iterates between updating the dictionary and the sparse coefficients. Each step is a convex optimization, which is well known in the literature and for which efficient solutions exist. Recent work in the field of computer vision using sparse inference and dictionary learning techniques [6] - [8] has shown that the extracted features therein are discriminative enough to be well classified using a simple classifier such as linear SVM. Motivated by these recent findings, we employ a linear SVM to classify the sparse representation corresponding to each pixel. Extensive experiments on real hyperspectral images are provided to assess the properties of the proposed model.
To summarize, we make the following main contributions. First, we show that the proposed model is capable of incorporating both spectral and contextual characteristics of a spectral sample into the sparse set of coefficients. Extensive experiments on three hyperspectral data sets show that the inferred sparse coefficients are discriminative enough to be classified with stateof-the-art accuracy using a linear SVM. Second, Charles et al. [27] show that the sparse inference model accompanied by an HSI dictionary can be used to infer HSI resolution data from simulated multispectral imagery (MSI). We classify the sparse representations retrieved from simulated MSI resolution data and show that our model is capable of finding representations that may effectively be used for classification of MSI-level samples. Finally, compared with dictionary-based hyperspectral image classification methods [28] , [41] , we use a smaller number of dictionary elements for classification and show that our method is amenable to efficient parallel processing.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II provides the necessary background on dictionary learning and introduces the structured dictionary-based model for hyper-spectral data. To gain further insight, the models are also analyzed from a probabilistic point of view. The details of both basic and structured models and their application to HSI classification is discussed in Section III. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed model, extensive experimental results on several hyperspectral images are reported and analyzed in Section IV. Section V concludes this paper and discusses paths for future research.
II. DICTIONARY-BASED MODELS FOR HSI
In this section, we first provide a brief background on the general dictionary learning paradigm followed by a short description of the dictionary learning setting employed in [27] and [28] . We then customize the general model into a structured joint-sparse model tailored for hyperspectral data. We also describe how learning the parameters of these models leads to convex programs for updating the dictionary and sparse representations. In the following, lower case and capital letters are used for vectors (x) and matrices (X), respectively. Random variables are written in boldface letters.
A. Dictionary Learning: General Paradigm
Let X ⊂ R M denote the set of signals of interest, e.g., the pixels of a hyperspectral image. Given x 1 , . . . , x N ∈ X , the fundamental goal of dictionary learning is to find a set of atomic signals D = [d 1 , . . . , d K ] that form the building blocks of X , in the sense that any x ∈ X is represented by a linear combination of a few of these atoms, i.e.,
where is a small residual due to modeling x in a linear manner with the sparse representation vector y ∈ R K . Depending on the particular application, the desired accuracy and complexity, and the nature of the signals, dictionary learning may take different forms, yet is often a regularized least squares optimization, i.e., arg min
where
, and · F denotes the Frobenius norm of a matrix. The regularizer S(Y ) is mainly sparsity inducing but may also induce other forms of a priori knowledge, and γ is the regularization parameter. The formulation of (4) may also be viewed from a probabilistic perspective. Assuming that the residual vectors are independent zero-mean Gaussian with covariance matrix σ 2 I and using the Bayes rule, the posterior is given by the following:
For convenience, it is usually assumed that P (D) is uniform, leaving P (Y ) as the only means of conveying one's knowledge about X. If D, Y are estimated from the maximum a posteriori or MAP estimate we arrive at a form similar to (4), i.e., arg min
B. Dictionary Learning: Basic Setting
In its simplest form, dictionary learning is performed with a sparsity-inducing regularizer that acts independently on y 1 , . . . , y N and on the elements of these vectors, i.e., y (1) , . . . , y (K) . From a probabilistic perspective, it is assumed that the sparse representations, y 1 , . . . , y N , are independent realizations of a random vector y and that the elements of this random vector, y (1) , . . . , y (K) , are also independent random variables distributed according to a common pdf, i.e., P (y). Traditionally, a Laplacian distribution has been attractive as it leads to the well-known LASSO or 1 minimization [42] for recovering Y , i.e., arg min
This is the form employed in [27] and [28] for dictionary learning with the added constraint that all elements of D and Y are nonnegative. To avoid the trivial solution in which the rows of Y tend to zero while the dictionary atoms become prohibitively large, the above optimization is solved with the constraint that d i ≤ 1 for i = 1, . . . , K. This could have been accounted for in the prior P (D), as in [43] and [44] , but would lead to slower training algorithms. The above optimization is convex in either D or Y but not in both. A common two-step strategy is used for this problem, where the following steps are iterated until convergence. 1) Sparse Inference: In this step, D is fixed, and the optimization is solved with regard to Y . The objective function in (7) is separable and may be solved for each y i independently by arg min
which is known as the LASSO, basis pursuit denoising, or 1 minimization. Several efficient algorithms have been proposed to solve (8) [45]- [47] , among which we use the implementation of [46] with nonnegativity constraints, provided by the SPAMS toolbox [48] , [49] .
2) Dictionary Update: For the dictionary update step, Y is fixed, and the optimization becomes
To account for the constraints, it suffices to project atoms with larger than unit norm onto the unit 2 ball. This is the solution provided by [50] , a straightforward approach that may suffer from calculating the inverse of Y Y T . The method proposed in [47] solves the dual problem in an iterative manner, and that in [3] employs a steepest descent strategy. An online dictionary learning algorithm is proposed in [48] , which is suitable for problems with many training data. We solve (9) with the added nonnegativity constraint on D, using a block coordinate descent (BCD) strategy that updates the dictionary atoms, iteratively. Since the optimization is strongly convex, BCD is guaranteed to achieve the unique solution. The objective function for the jth atom may be written as
Keeping only the terms in d j and rearranging the terms yields arg min
the solution of which is
where proj + 2 (x) denotes the projection of x in the portion of the unit 2 ball inside the nonnegative orthant.
C. Dictionary Learning for HSI
In the dictionary learning formulation of (7), the sparse representations are assumed independent. This simplifies the sparse inference step of dictionary learning since the objective function becomes separable in y 1 , . . . , y N . In the case of HSI, this setting ignores the large spatial correlation of HSI pixels. To overcome this problem, we partition the pixels into a number of spatial neighborhoods called contextual groups. Pixels that belong to the same contextual group are often made up of the same material; accordingly, we assume that their representations use a common set of atoms from the dictionary. Thus, the sparse representations of pixels that belong to the same group are no longer independent. In Section III-B, we discuss how the contextual groups are defined. Let {G 1 , . . . , G g } denote the set of contextual groups, defined as a partition on {x 1 , . . . , x N }, and X G i = [x i, 1 , . . . , x i, |G i | ] represent the members of G i written as columns of the matrix X G i . Accounting for the above assumption, the model in (3) may now be written as
where the columns of Y G i and E G i are, respectively, the sparse representations and error vectors corresponding to the spectral samples in the columns of X G i . Y G i is a row sparse matrix, i.e., its columns have a common sparsity pattern. To learn the dictionary and sparse representations, we employ the 2 / 1 convex joint-sparsity-inducing regularizer in (4) to arrive at arg min
where γ G i is the regularization parameter for the ith group, and |Y 2, 1 is the 2 / 1 norm defined as the sum of the 2 norms of the rows of Y . To adhere to the physical constraints of spectral reflectance, we constrain the dictionary elements and sparse coefficients to be nonnegative. From a probabilistic viewpoint, this is equivalent to assuming that Y G 1 , . . . , Y G g are independent realizations of a random matrix, Y G , the rows of which are independent random vectors distributed according to a common pdf P (Y G, T ). In other words, we consider the dependence between members of a contextual group, but similar to the setting in (7), we do not model the dependence between the dictionary atoms. The pdf P (Y G, T ) may be defined by a Laplacian prior on the 2 norm of each row of Y G or by an equivalent hierarchical prior, as in [51] . This results in row-sparse matrices Y G , which are equivalent to the above joint sparse model for each contextual group. Applying MAP estimation as before shows that (13) minimizes the MAP objective function with γ G i = σ 2 λ G i . We set λ G = |G| to achieve similar sparsity in groups of different sizes.
Similar to (7), the above optimization is convex in either D or Y but not in both. We use the same two-step strategy of iterative sparse inference and dictionary update. Although the dictionary update step need not be changed, the sparse inference phase can no longer be solved independently for each y i . The objective function of this step is still separable and can be solved for each
where the columns of X G are the spectral samples corresponding to the sparse representations in the columns of Y G . This is the well-known convex formulation of the joint sparse recovery [2] or simultaneous sparse approximation [52] problem, also known as the multiple measurement vector (MMV) [53] problem in the compressed sensing community. We note that other convex formulations for this problem follow the general q / p form with q ≥ 1 and p ≤ 1, among which 2 / 1 and ∞ / 1 formulations are more widely used. We adhere to the 2 / 1 form because the objective function of (14) is strongly convex for |G| > 1 and therefore has a unique solution. Several algorithms exist that efficiently solve this problem [53] - [56] .
Malioutov et al. [54] show that the optimization may be posed as second-order cone programming (SOCP) for which off-theshelf optimizers are available. The inner loops of SOCP are computationally expensive, and the algorithm is only suitable for small-sized problems [54] , [55] . Lu et al. [55] extend the alternating direction method of [57] to solve MMV recovery. Although the proposed algorithm is quite fast within an acceptable solution accuracy, there is no guarantee that each iteration of the algorithm will reduce the objective function.
In fact, as observed in [55] and explained by Yang and Zhang [57] , if X G = DY G , the objective function may increase after some iterations. This is particularly important for our scenario of dictionary learning where a nonzero residual due to linear modeling is inevitable. The regularized M-FOCUSS algorithm of Cotter et al. [53] is simple and efficient, and it is guaranteed to reduce the objective function in each iteration. The algorithm works by estimating the 2 norm of each row of Y G and then updating Y G based on that estimate. The update rule may be written as
is computed using the previous estimate of Y G . The algorithm may be initialized from any random point for which, ∀i, Y i G, T 2 = 0 and is terminated when the difference between consecutive estimates of Y G is smaller than some threshold. Another solution for the optimization in (14) is based on a BCD strategy that iteratively solves (14) for each row of Y G . This solution is derived similar to the BCD-based dictionary learning procedure explained in Section II-B2; hence, for convenience, we only provide the update rule for the jth row of Y G , i.e.,
in which (x) + = max(x, 0). To satisfy the nonnegativity constraint on Y j G, T , it suffices to project R T j d j on the nonnegative orthant before calculating (16) . Although the nonnegativity constraints are not considered in (15) , we have empirically found that regularized M-FOCUSS applied to hyperspectral data converges to a solution with a very few small negative coefficients. Therefore, we use regularized M-FOCUSS to find a good starting point for the BCD-based strategy.
III. DICTIONARY-BASED CLASSIFICATION OF HSI
In this section, we discuss how the models introduced in Section II are used for hyperspectral image classification. The basic idea is to learn a dictionary from the data and approximate each pixel with a linear combination of a few dictionary elements. The coefficients of this linear combination form a sparse vector that is used to classify the corresponding pixel. We briefly discuss how (7) is used in [27] to classify hyperspectral samples based on their spectral features. We then consider, as a basic extension, to learn the dictionary based on contextual data alone. Finally, we explore how the structured model is learned from spectral data partitioned into predefined contextual groups.
A. Spectral/Contextual Dictionary Learning
To learn the dictionary D from spectral data, let x 1 , . . . , x N denote the spectral representation of the training data with respective labels l 1 , . . . , l N . Applying the dictionary learning formulation of (7) to these samples yields corresponding sparse representations y 1 , . . . , y N and the dictionary D. It is also assumed that the dictionary elements and sparse coefficients are nonnegative. A linear SVM is trained on the sparse representations and their corresponding labels l 1 , . . . , l N . Given a new spectral sample x, sparse inference is applied as in (8) to find the corresponding sparse representation y, which is then classified using the trained linear SVM to find the corresponding label l. This is a straightforward method for applying dictionary learning to HSI classification. Like other classification methods that only make use of spectral characteristics of HSI, it has limited classification capability, which may be observed in the experiments of Section IV.
As mentioned in Section II-C, the basic dictionary learning model treats x 1 , . . . , x N independently and is unable to capture contextual information, unless it is provided explicitly in the training data. To this end, let us define c 1 , . . . , c N as the contextual representation of the N training pixels with respective spectral representations x 1 , . . . , x N . Similar to [39] , we define c i as the moments computed separately over each spectral channel, from the samples surrounding x i . Since the pixels surrounding x i are often from the same class, this is similar to computing an estimate of the class moments local to x i . Extracting the first moment in a local manner may also be viewed as applying a low-pass filter to the image in order to remove noise and derive features that are locally more alike. Moreover, as discussed in [32] , the first and second moments of a class are particularly informative for HSI classification. Therefore, we set c i to represent either the first moment or the concatenation of the first and second moments. Similar to [39] - [41] , the surrounding pixels of x i are defined as those inside a square centered at x i [See Fig. 1(a) ] the width of which is determined by cross validation. Once more, applying the dictionary learning formulation of (7) with X replaced by C = [c 1 , . . . , c N ] results in corresponding sparse representations y 1 , . . . , y N and the dictionary D, which may be used to train a linear SVM. Given a new spectral sample x, we calculate its contextual representation c and apply sparse inference to find the corresponding sparse representation y, which is again classified using the trained linear SVM. We shall refer to the basic dictionary model applied to contextual (spectral) data for HSI classification as contextual (spectral) dictionary learning.
B. Spatial-Aware Dictionary Learning
Methods such as contextual dictionary learning, the composite kernel SVM of [39] , and the joint sparsity model of [41] that use a window centered at the pixel of interest to calculate contextual information have two important drawbacks. First, as shown in Fig. 1(a) , the windows that belong to neighboring pixels have large overlaps, which hinders the potential for parallel computation [13] . Second, these methods gain their   TABLE I  INDIAN PINES GROUND-TRUTH CLASSES AND TRAIN/TEST SETS classification power largely from contextual information. In the aforementioned contextual dictionary learning or Chen et al.'s joint sparse model [41] , the spectral representation of the center pixel has as much significance in finding its label as any of the other pixels inside its window. Moreover, as we shall see in the experiments of Section IV, the weighted sum of spectral and contextual kernels [39] achieves the highest accuracy when the weight of the spectral kernel is zero.
The advantages of dictionary learning for HSI data modeling as explained in Section I, together with the drawbacks of contextual-based methods as described earlier, and the limitations of the basic dictionary learning model motivate the use of the structured dictionary learning model, which can take advantage of both spectral and contextual information in HSI. To achieve this goal, we denote by x 1 , . . . , x N the spectral representation of the pixels in a hyperspectral image and define the contextual groups G 1 , . . . , G g , as nonoverlapping image patches. Each patch is a w × w square of pixels. 1 Fig. 1(b) shows how the pixels of a hyperspectral image may be partitioned into 5 × 5 squares of pixels. A number of other ways to define G 1 , . . . , G g are imaginable. For example, HSI segmentation methods [13] , [58] have a vast literature that may aid in defining more intelligent contextual groups that yield better results, yet we use the method illustrated in Fig. 1(b) for its simplicity and speed, and leave more complex methods to future research. In order to find the dictionary D and sparse representations y 1 , . . . , y N , we employ the dictionary learning formulation of (13) with the aforementioned nonnegativity constraints on the contextual groups that contain training data. Once y 1 , . . . , y N are computed, we train a linear SVM on the sparse representation of the training data and classify the sparse representation of the test samples.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this section, we provide empirical results and analysis regarding application of the proposed structured dictionary-based Fig. 2 . Sample spectra for Alfalfa, Wheat, Woods, and Stone-Steel Towers in the Indian Pines data set and the learned dictionary atom obtained by SDL, CDL, and SADL that is closest to each sample. The two obvious gaps in the spectra correspond to the regions of water absorption that were removed. model 2 on real HSI, namely, the AVIRIS Indian Pines image and ROSIS urban data over Pavia, Italy. The Indian Pines image [59] is one of the data sets that is often used for evaluating HSI classification. It was collected over an agricultural/forested area in Northwestern Indiana using the AVIRIS sensor. The image is 145 × 145 pixels in size with a spatial resolution of 20 m/pixel and consists of 16 ground-truth classes. The spectral vectors consist of 220 bands across the spectral range of 0.2-2.4 μm, of which 20 noisy bands (104-108, 150-163, 220) corresponding to the region of water absorption are removed. Fig. 5 shows a color composite image of the Indian Pines data set along with the ground truth. The specific classes and the number of train and test data in each class are reported in Table I . ROSIS urban data refer to two data sets, namely, University of Pavia (see Fig. 7 ), and Center of Pavia (Fig. 8 ), which were collected in 2003 by the ROSIS sensor with a spatial resolution of 1.3 m/pixel in 115 spectral bands covering 0.43-0.86 μm [13] . For both images, specific test and train sets are used for classification as in [13] , [41] , and [58] . Figs. 7(c) and 8(c) show the training data, and Tables IV and VI contain the ground-truth classes and number of test and train samples for these images. The University of Pavia image consists of 610 × 340 pixels in 103 spectral bands after 12 noisy bands are removed, whereas the Pavia Center image is larger and consists of 1096 × 492 pixels in 102 spectral bands, after 13 noisy bands are removed.
A. Dictionary Atoms and Sparse Representations
As a means of visual comparison, using 10% of the Indian Pines training data, we learned dictionaries with 138 atoms (1/8th training data), using spectral dictionary learning [27] (SDL), contextual dictionary learning (CDL μ ), and spatialaware dictionary learning (SADL). Fig. 2 depicts sample spectra for the classes Alfalfa, Wheat, Woods, and Stone-Steel Towers and the learned dictionary atom that is closest to each sample. The figure shows that all methods learn dictionary atoms that are quite similar to sample spectra obtained from the scene. This is inline with the observations made in [27] . CDL μ seems to be more accurate in this regard, perhaps due to the denoising effect of spatial averaging. Since the dictionary atoms are similar to the sample spectra, the sparse representation of a sample with these atoms is likely to exhibit discriminative capabilities. To gain further insight, we have depicted in Figs. 3 and 4 the sparse representations obtained for an 8 × 8 contextual group, and also a line of 145 pixels in the Indian Pines data set. In Fig. 3(c) , one can see that a far fewer number of atoms are activated inside a contextual group for SADL than for SDL [see Fig. 3(a) ] or CDL μ [see Fig. 3(b) ]. This was also observed in [23] where all samples in an image were grouped together to decrease the total number of activated endmembers. In Fig. 4(c) , one may observe that, for almost every instance in a class of data, a distinctive atom is active. This is sometimes violated at the edges of a class, where instances from different classes fall into the same contextual group. Although edges are where most misclassifications occur [see Figs. 5(j) and 7(j)], there are instances where significant misclassifications occur in a contextual group composed of only one material. The reason for this is that, although members of a contextual group are constrained to belong to the same subspace, they are not constrained to be any more similar within that subspace.
B. Classification Results
In this section, we provide experimental results to validate the effectiveness of the proposed structured dictionary-based model for classification. We compare the classification accuracy of the dictionary-based models, namely, SDL [27] , CDL, and SADL, with that of several methods. SVMs have proven successful in supervised classification of high-dimensional data such as HSI. Hence, we compare our results to SVM applied to spectral data with a polynomial kernel (SVM) [35] , SVM applied to contextual data with an RBF kernel (CSVM) [39] , and SVM with a weighted sum kernel from the composite kernel framework (CKSVM) [39] . Among the joint-sparsity-based HSI classification methods proposed recently in [41] , the simultaneous orthogonal matching pursuit (SOMP) algorithm has achieved the best results, which we also use for comparison. We also compare the classification accuracy of SADL with dictionary modeling with spatial coherence (DMS) [28] and the GKSVM of [40] using the settings and results reported therein. In this section, methods that use contextual information collected from a window surrounding a pixel are further distinguished using μ for those that use the first moment, and μ, σ for those that also employ the second moment. The approaches are compared based on three commonly used measures: the overall accuracy (OA), which measures the ratio of correctly classified pixels to all test pixels; the average accuracy (AA), which is the average of the accuracy values for each class; and the κ coefficient, which is computed from entries in the confusion matrix. Let A o denote the OA and E o denote the expected OA if the true label and the label assigned by the classifier agree by chance, calculated as the sum E o = C i=1 P c i P t i over classes 1, 2, . . . , C, where P c i is the ratio of data assigned to class i by Table I.   TABLE II  RANGE OF VALUES USED IN CROSS VALIDATION FOR SVM, CSVM, AND CKSVM the classifier, and P t i is the ratio of data that belong to class i. The κ coefficient corrects for random classification as [60] 
For the SVM-based approaches (SVM, CSVM, and CKSVM) all parameters (polynomial kernel degree d, RBFkernel parameter σ, regularization parameter C, composite kernel weight α, and window width w) are obtained by five-fold cross validation. Table II shows the values that each variable was allowed to take in cross validation. For SOMP, the same values of window size and sparsity level as those reported in [41] were used. The SOMP algorithm uses the p norm to iteratively find the best atoms from the dictionary. At each iteration, the correlation of all the signal residuals inside the window are found with each atom, and the atom for which the p norm of the correlation vector is largest is chosen. As explained in [41] , p = 1, 2, ∞ are most common. Unfortunately, the specific value of p used for each data set is not given. Hence, we have tested each of the three values and reported the accuracy using the value of p that obtained the best results. For SOMP, the complete set of training data was used as the dictionary. For SDL and CDL, we also used fivefold cross validation to tune the parameters. The sparse regularization factor γ in (7) was allowed to take values from {0.1, 1, 10, 100}. To choose the number of dictionary atoms, values were chosen from {1/2, 1/4, 1/8, 1/16} as a fraction of the number of training data. The window size for CDL was also chosen from the same range as CSVM and CKSVM shown in Table II . For SADL, we use σ 2 = 10 for all data sets to obtain γ G for each contextual group in (13) . For the relatively small AVIRIS Indian Pines data set with lower spatial resolution, we used a random selection of 1/2 training data to initialize the dictionary and an 8 × 8 patch size. For the relatively large ROSIS Urban data sets with high spatial resolution, we used 1/8 training data to initialize the dictionary and a larger 16 × 16 patch size. Of the reported methods, some require an M -class SVM classification, be it linear or nonlinear. We use the one-against-one strategy for multiclass classification using SVMs. That is, M 2 binary SVM classifiers are trained, one for each pair of classes. To classify a new test sample, it is applied to all classifiers, and the label chosen by the majority of the classifiers is selected. For our experiments, we used the LIBSVM [61] implementation. 3 1) AVIRIS Indian Pines: In our first experiment, around 10% of the Indian Pines data are randomly chosen for training, and the remaining 90% are used for testing. The different classification approaches are compared in Table III , where the classification accuracy for each class, OA, AA, and the κ coefficient measure are reported. The results are averaged over ten runs, and the standard deviation is also reported. A sample of the test and train data and the obtained classification map for each method is depicted in Fig. 5 . There are a few observations to be made here. First, the methods based only on spectral characteristics (SVM and SDL) provide poor accuracy values compared with the other methods that take into account contextual information. This stresses yet again the importance of contextual data for HSI classification. Second, the contextual kernel SVM (CSVM) provides marginally better results than the composite kernel SVM (CKSVM), which shows that CKSVM is unsuccessful in combining spectral and contextual characteristics of HSI. This is not very surprising considering the accuracy values reported for SVM and CSVM, which yield the spectral kernel unlikely to contain complementary information. Third, the SOMP approach provides results comparable to CSVM for p = ∞, which means that the training data inside the window surrounding a pixel are always chosen as part of the best atoms since each is both present in the window and the dictionary, and has maximum correlation with itself. This is somewhat similar to a k-nearest neighbor approach. This is also why the method obtains poor results for Oat pixels, which cover a narrow region. As noted by Chen et al. [41] , the local window for an Oat pixel is dominated by pixels from two adjacent classes. Fourth, since the Indian Pines map contains very large homogeneous regions [see Fig. 5(b) ], there is little difference between using the first moment or using both the first and second moments inside a window as the contextual representation of a pixel. Finally, while CDL provides a marginally better OA, its AA is lower than that of SADL. This is due to the fact that SADL is able to employ both spectral and contextual information, which puts CDL in a disadvantage when it comes to classifying classes with narrow regions (classes 7 and 9). SADL provides high accuracy values for each class but trails slightly behind CDL due to the mostly large homogeneous regions present in the Indian Pines image. This shows that SADL is likely to perform better than CDL for urban scenery where there are few large homogeneous areas. To determine the effect of contextual information on the dictionary, we performed this experiment using SADL, but this time, the dictionary was prelearned using SDL, i.e., the dictionary was optimized to best represent each spectral sample independent of its context. The results were OA = 96.06 ± 0.53, AA = 94.83 ± 1.16, and κ = 0.955 ± 0.006. To further compare the different classification approaches reported in Table III , we have tested them on different training sample sizes. Fig. 6 shows the OA of each method for 1%, 2%, 5%, 10%, 20%, and 30% training data averaged over ten runs. To avoid crowding the figure, we have left out methods that use both the first and second moments since they have very similar results to the corresponding method that uses only the first moment. As the results show, CDL and SADL provide a large improvement for a small number of training samples with SADL trailing slightly behind. As in Section I, dictionary learning has proven successful in classification problems where few training samples are available. As was expected, SOMP falls further behind as the number of training samples is decreased due to its similarity to a k-nearest neighbor approach.
For completeness, we also compare SADL with the GKSVM [40] and DMS [28] using the same settings reported there. For 1% training data of the Indian Pines image, 72.3% and 73.4% overall classification accuracy for GKSVM and DMS are reported, respectively. We obtained 78% using SADL. For 5% training data, the results reported in [28] are 83.5% and 84.4% for GKSVM and DMS, respectively. Under this setting, SADL performs with 93.4% overall classification accuracy. For these experiments, the GKSVM uses an 11 × 11 window centered at the pixels of interest to gather contextual information at two scales, whereas DMS encourages smooth variation in the sparse representations for the four spatially connected neighbors, and as we mentioned earlier, 8 × 8 contextual groups were employed for SADL. Increasing the neighborhood size for DMS may increase the reported accuracy but would also incur a large increase in computational costs. It is also worth Table IV. noting that the dictionary learned by SADL has more than 50% less dictionary atoms than DMS. To be fair, we also performed experiments with a 3 × 3 patch size for SADL leading to 73.5% and 88.8% OA for 1% and 5% training data, respectively.
2) ROSIS Urban Data Over Pavia, Italy: For the University of Pavia image, around 9% of the data are used for training, leaving 91% for testing. Experimental results for this image are reported in Table IV with classification maps for most classifiers depicted in Fig. 7 . Classification accuracy values for this image are notably lower than the Indian Pines or Pavia Center images, as confirmed in [13] and [41] . As noted earlier, SVM and SDL provide poor results since they only use the spectral characteristics. Unremarkably, CSVM and CKSVM provide the exact same results because the kernel weighting coefficient favors the contextual kernel in the cross-validation process of CKSVM. SOMP attains poor results because the training set is made up of small patches [see Fig. 7(c) ]; thus, most likely, the window surrounding a pixel contains no training samples. SADL provides the best results (similar to CDL μ,σ ) due to its ability to capture both spectral and contextual information. For further evaluation, we chose random train and test data from the data set and compared the overall classification accuracy of CSVM μ , SOMP, CDL μ , and SADL. The results are found in Table V where the AA and standard deviation are reported for ten runs. Since, for this experiment, the training data are uniformly sampled from the entire image [unlike in Fig. 7(c) ] the obtained accuracy values are higher than those reported in Table IV . Again, the results show that SADL performs better for urban scenes, even when the training data are as low as 1%. The classification results for the Pavia Center image may be seen in Table VI . Similar to the previous image, SADL obtains the best results, and CSVM and CKSVM perform alike. The previous two images also show the significance of second-order moments for HSI classification in urban areas where the classes are usually scattered small regions.
C. Classifying at MSI Resolution via HSI-Resolution Atoms
A remarkable finding of [27] was that the sparse inference model with a dictionary learned from HSI-resolution data may be used to infer HSI-resolution spectra from simulated MSIlevel measurements. Multispectral data generally have a much coarser spectral resolution (3-10 bands) than HSI, and may be acquired in a more resource-efficient manner. This motivates the need for processing at MSI-level with HSI-level quality. We follow the same experimental setting as [27] on the Indian Pines image, but since our goal is classification, we compare the overall classification accuracy using the retrieved sparse representations for SDL, CDL μ , and SADL.
To simulate MSI-level resolution spectra, it is assumed that each band is a linear combination of some adjacent spectral bands in the original HSI data. To be specific, MSI-level data z ∈ R b are simulated from HSI spectra via z = Bx, where B ∈ R b×N (b < N) sums adjacent spectral bands of b nonoverlapping bins in x. For one set of experiments, b = 8 bins are equally spaced in the lower half of the spectrum roughly corresponding to measurements obtained with the Worldview II MSI satellite [62] (MSI measurements), whereas for the second set of experiments, the b = 8 bins cover the complete spectrum (coarse HSI (cHSI) measurements).
Given a prelearned HSI-resolution dictionary D, using (3) with the same line of arguments as in Section II-B and C, we obtain the MAP estimate for the sparse representations of SDL/CDL and SADL as arg min
respectively, where Z = [z 1 , . . . , z N ] are the MSI-resolution samples, and Y are constrained to be nonnegative. For each method, the samples are partitioned into initial train and test sets, and the dictionary is learned. The test samples are then converted to MSI or cHSI measurements and again divided into test and train sets. After the sparse representations are obtained from (18) and (19) , the train set is used to train a linear SVM, and classification results are obtained for the test set. Fig. 9 shows the overall classification accuracy obtained for each method with 1%, 2%, 5%, 10%, 20%, and 30% training data of the Indian Pines. The results show that all methods are able to obtain accuracy values that are only slightly lower than those obtained with HSI-level measurements (see Fig. 6 ). For CDL, the results have decreased more significantly than SADL. Considering the largely coherent columns of BD may explain this effect. As the columns of BD become more coherent, the sparse representations obtained by SDL or CDL exhibit larger spatial variations. This is not the case for SADL, which constrains pixels inside a contextual group to have a common sparsity pattern. We should note that these results serve as a proof of concept. In a more realistic scenario, the dictionary would be learned from a different but statistically similar scene, or from the same scene but at a different time.
D. Parallel Processing of Contextual Groups
In this section, we demonstrate how the computation cost of SADL scales when contextual groups are processed in parallel with one, two, or four processing threads. We learned dictionaries initialized with 1/2, 1/4, and 1/8 of the 10% training data of the Indian Pines with an 8 × 8 patch size and σ 2 = 10. The dictionary learning algorithm was allowed to continue for 100 iterations, and the overall classification accuracy was recorded after each iteration. Experiments were performed on a machine with an Intel Core i5-3570K 64-bit processor and 16-GB RAM. The time-critical sections of the code were written in C++, and all timings were performed using Matlab. Fig. 9 . Results for classification of Indian Pines (synthetic) MSI and cHSI data using an HSI dictionary for different numbers of training data. Fig. 10 . Results for classification of Indian Pines image with different dictionary size and number of processing cores, as a function of time. Fig. 10 shows the overall classification accuracy on this data set as a function of time. A few observations may be made. First, since the dictionary is initialized with training data from the scene, one can see how consecutive iterations of the learning process affect the discriminative ability of the sparse codes. Although, since the learning process is unsupervised, the classification accuracy is not always increasing; overall, dictionary learning increases the discriminative ability of the codes as it adapts to the statistics of the scene. Second, in terms of classification accuracy, the size of the dictionary seems to matter most in the early iterations, with only a 0.6% gap at the end for dictionaries initialized with 1/4 and 1/2 of the training data, and nearly no gap between 1/8 and 1/2. Third, the speedup gained from parallel processing is quite significant considering that the different threads share the RAM. The first few iterations are often longer, whereas later iterations are shorter in time and thus are more affected by time required for thread initialization. In addition, the algorithm scales quite well with the dictionary size, considering the dictionary is shared between parallel jobs. The speedup was around 1.6 and 2.1 for two and four threads, respectively, independent of dictionary size.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have investigated dictionary learning algorithms based on models of hyperspectral data for HSI classification. The fundamental idea of the models is to represent a hyperspectral sample with a linear combination of a few basic elements learned from the data. The spectral samples are classified using a linear SVM trained on the coefficients of this linear combination, known as the sparse representation. The models were also analyzed from a probabilistic viewpoint. The algorithms were used to exploit either one or both spectral and contextual information for HSI classification. Experiments on real HSI data confirmed the effectiveness of the models.
Many directions of future research are possible. The simple linear SVM yields accurate results but takes little advantage of the sparsity of the representations. In addition, we have observed that the sparse representations of CDL and SADL are linear separable. Testing the models in conjunction with other classifiers might help us better exploit this potential. There exists a line of supervised dictionary learning algorithms [9] , [10] , which take advantage of the labels of the training instances to learn the sparse representations in a discriminative manner. To pursue this path, we will need to deal with their expensive computation cost. We are also interested in testing the models for semisupervised classification of hyperspectral images, for which transductive SVMs [38] seem to be a plausible choice.
Regarding issues other than classification, it would be appealing to define the contextual groups using a smarter algorithm that takes advantage of both spectral and contextual characteristics of HSI.
